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Hand Pallet Truck

LOAD CAPACITY MAX. LIFT HEIGHT

2500 kgs 190 mm

3000 kgs

MODEL

M25

M30 190 mm

MIN. FORK HEIGHT

75 mm

75 mm

FORK WIDTH W x L

685 x 1220 mm

685 x 1220 mm

WHEEL TYPE

PU

PU

WEIGHT

81 kgs

85  kgs

LOAD CAPACITY MAX. LIFT HEIGHT

2000 kgs 190 mm

MODEL

E20V

MIN. FORK HEIGHT

75 mm

FORK WIDTH W x L

685 x 1220 mm

WHEEL TYPE

NYLON

WEIGHT

71 kgs

The Gazelle range of pallet handling trucks are fitted with 
high quality hydraulic systems to ensure quality, easy lift 
and incorporates a safe and secure lowering. Pallet trucks  
are ideal for lifting and moving material loads and pallets 
from one place to another.

E20V Gazelle’s Scale Pallet Truck provides users with a great 
option to measure the weight as it is moved from one place 
to the other. The weighing system is especially convenient 
for shipping and delivery. The pallet truck’s scales have been 
designed for use in demanding areas such as shipping 
docks, warehouses, and piecework production lines

FEATURES

Improves efficiency & simplifies the process of handling
Hard chrome plated piston can prevent the truck from rusting.
Fork is contstructed from tough C grade steel.
High precision - with a  maximum error rate by 0.05%
No direct contact between weighing sensors and tray,
which reduces abrasion
Filter compensate can lower the effect of vibration & improve accuracy

FEATURES

Hard chrome plated piston can prevent the truck from rusting.
Overload protection - to prevent the truck from overloading &
reducing the cost of maintenance.
Enclosed pump body makes no pollution and oil leakage.
Injection nozzles are touchable and easy to maintain.
Ergonomically designed handle to reduce the fatigue of operator.
Fork is contstructed from tough C grade steel.

Model M25

MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS

Model E20V


